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Twentieth century literature has been deeply influenced by 
Russian Marxism and enriched by both the original writing and by 
translation. In the 20th century Odia literature, it emerged in the 30s 
and 40s. During this period, Communist party was formed in Odisha 
and progressive literary trend started with the writings of Bhagabati 
Charan Panigrahi, Nabakrushna Choudhury and Ananta Patnaik and 
by many other writers. This was the period when one could witness 
the influence of Maxim Gorky on Odia writers and his The Mother 
was translated into Odia in the early seventies by Ananta Patnaik 
which was published by Friends Publishers. Ananta Patnaik’s Odia 
translation of The Mother and his translation strategies implicate the 
social realities in Russia and prompt the Odia readers to think, to 
question the established capitalistic class. 

Maxim Gorky’s The Mother, Foma Gordeyev, Three of 
Them were translated into Indian languages extensively in the 60s 
and 70s, although the influence of Marxist thoughts ushered in the 
early 20th century in India. Such influence could be traced in mid 40s 
when a new progressive trend was started in Odisha. A group of 
young Odia writers assembled to discuss about various philosophies 
in relation to history, society and literature. This assembly was 
known as the NabaJuga Sahitya Sansad (The New Age Literary 
Society) which was associated with the All India Progressive 
Writer’s Meeting in Lucknow in 1936. Russian Marxist writers had 
a great influence on them. The emergence of such progressive 
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tradition was concretized with the advent of a periodical, the 
Adhunika. Popular progressive figures like Maxim Gorky, 
Jawaharlal Nehru were given importance in this periodical. It had 
also published an Odia translation of Nehru’s writings. Maxim 
Gorky came to Odia literature concretely through the Adhunika. 
Nabakrushna Choudhury, Bhagabati Charan Panigrahi and Ananta 
Patnaik were the forerunners of the progressive literature in Odia. 
Bhagabati Charan Panigrahi also played a pivotal role in the 
establishment of Communist Party in Odisha in 1938. From the 40s 
to 70s was a period when Marxist ideas were getting grounded in 
Odia literature and Odia life. Anant Patnaik was a revolutionary 
Odia writer who was an active writer of progressive literature in 
Odia. Most of his writings depict the picture of downtrodden, 
struggling lives in Odisha with a voice to question the authority. He 
translated Maxim Gorky’s The Mother in Odia in the early seventies. 
This translation was well-appreciated and popular for which he got 
the Soviet Land Nehru Award in 1965. As both the original writer 
and the translator were influenced by the Marxist ideas and wanted 
change in the society, the reason behind the original, The Mother 
and its Odia translation, Maa is same. Ananta Patnaik’s translation 
of Gorky’s The Mother reads like an original Odia novel. The 
translator had the same skopus (means purpose in German) as the 
original author had. Gorky’s novel is based on the May Day 
demonstration of workers in Sormovo in 1902 and the trial of its 
workers. The question may come to a reader’s mind regarding its 
relevance in Odisha as it got translated and published in Odia. The 
situation of working class has a universal appeal across the globe. 
They are exploited not only in Russia but also in other countries. 
Ananta Patnaik’s translation informed the Odia readers about the 
struggling working class. As we know that, he is not only a 
translator but also a poet, an activist, he wanted to give confidence to 
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the downtrodden exploited marginalized class, so that they would 
raise voice against the exploitation and question its established 
trends.  When a creative writer translates a literary piece, she/he may 
also apply his/her creative skills at translation. This is why some of 
the literary translations sound like the original. Anant Patnaik has 
many creative skills which have been reflected in his translation. 
One of them is the use of language in this translation. 

As far as the language of the translation is concerned, the 
translator has used many Odia colloquial expressions with a fluent 
style that gives the reader a smooth reading of the translation and 
makes it sound like the original. As for examples:  

ପାଦତେଳ ପଚ୍ ପଚ୍ କାଦୁa, ନଦୁିଆ ନଦୁିଆ, ଶୁଖିଲା ଖାସଖାସୁଆ ଗଳାେର କକର୍ଶଆି ଡକାଡକ,ି   

(pp.3) 
Paadatale pach pach kaadua, niduaa niduaa, sukhilaa 
khaaskhaasuaa galaare karkasiaa dakaadaki (3) 

େଡଙ୍ଗା େଡଙ୍ଗା କାଳଆି ଚମିନଗୁିଡ଼ାକ ଖାଡ଼ା ଖାଡ଼ା ଛଡ଼ିା େହାiଥାe ବsି uପେର..............(pp. 3) 

Dengaa dengaa kaaliaa chimnigudaaka khaadaa khaadaa chhidaa 
hoithaae basti upare. 

ପରsର uପରକୁ କୁଦପିଡ଼n,ି ଧରାଧର,ି ମରାମର,ି ହାତାହାତ ିଲେଢ଼iେର ଲହୁଲୁହାଣ େହାiଯାn ି
ସବୁ........(pp.5) 

Paraspara uparaku kudipadanti, dharaadhari, maraamari, 
haataahaati ladheire lahuluhaan hoijaanti sabu……………. 

ଚରିଚିାର ିଯାi କୁତୁକୁତା େହାiଥାe ଲୁଗାପଟାଗୁଡ଼କି | େନସ ିେହାiଯାiଥାe କାଦୁaେର, ଧୂଳେିର 
|ଆଖିେର ଆଖିେର ବାହାର ିପଡ଼ଥିାe କଳାଶରିା ସବୁ | (pp.5) 

Chirichaari jaai kutukutaa hoithaaye lugaapataagudika| nesi 
hoijaaithaaye kaaduare, dhulire | aakhire aakhire baahaari 
padithaaye kalaashiraa sabu | 

ଆu eମିତକିା, ଠକି୍ eମିତକିା ଜୀବନ ଲା ମିଖାeଲ ଭ୍ଲାସଭ୍ର | ରାଗଗରଗର ଫଣଫଣିଆ ମୁହଁ, 
ବାଳବାଳୁଆ େଦହ, କାରଖାନାର ମିsିtଟeି େସ | (pp.7) 

Aau emitikaa, thik emitikaa jeebana thilaa Michael Vlasovra | 
raagagaragara fanafaniaa muhan, baalabaaluaa deha, 
kaarakhaanaara mistritie se | 
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oଦାଳଆି େମଞ୍ଚ ି େମଞ୍ଚ ି aଡ଼ୁଆତଡ଼ୁଆ ବାଳଗୁଡ଼କୁି ତାର ଆu ଁସ ି ଆu ଁସ ି aଙୁ୍ଗଳେିର େଖଳାuଥାe 
ମାଆ | (pp.16) 

Odaaliaa menchi menchi aduaataduaa baalagudiku taara aaunsi 
aaunsi angulire khelaauthaae maa  

The translator is creative in his use of Odia adjectives in the 
translation, for examples: ପଚ୍ ପଚ୍ କାଦୁa (pach pach kaadua), ନଦୁିଆ ନଦୁିଆ 

(niduaa niduaa), ଖାସଖାସଆୁ (khaaskhaasuaa), କକର୍ଶଆି (karkashiaa) etc 
which have been underlined in the above lines. 

The translator has used both domestication and 
foreignization strategies in the translation. The degree of 
domestication is more as he has only retained the Russian names and 
places in Odia. As for examples: Michael Vlasov- ମିଖାeଲ୍ ଭ୍ଲାସଭ, 

Pelagueya Nelovna-େପଲାଗୟା ନେିଲାଭନା, Pavel- ପାେଭଲ, Natasha - ନତାଶା, 

Andrey-ଆେnd. As the novel was set up in a particular sociopolitical 

situation, and the translator was to make his readers aware of the 
same with an effective style, he had to retain the names and places in 
Odia. The Odia translation could be considered as an activist literary 
piece, as the translator had to prompt an action by the oppressed 
marginalized class. It was a serious work to show the oppressed 
class that in Russia it is possible, then why not in Odisha. He could 
have completely domesticated the work, but by domesticating it 
completely situates the work somewhere it has not happened, it 
becomes an abstract metaphor that the translator does not want it to 
be. 

Translating Gorky’s The Mother in Odia not only depicts 
the sociopolitical situation of Russia but also it signals the oppressed 
voices to voice against the exploitation. It does not lead the readers 
to an impossible utopia. It makes the marginalized class aware of 
their real situation. This translation makes Ananta Patnaik a 
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revolutionary translator who wants a change and who wants to end 
up the oppression that has been there directly or indirectly by the 
ruling class and by the system established by them.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 




